Klinická biochemie a metabolismus – Publication ethics
Publication ethics of the journal Klinická biochemie
a metabolismus is based on the standards of the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE).
Information about publishing in the journal including
basic ethical rules of publishing and review process are
given in instructions for authors and in the checklist of
the manuscript submitted for publication. Basic rules of
the functioning of the editorial board, reviewers as well
as authors are stated below.
Members of the Editorial Board are recognized
experts in the field of clinical biochemistry. Editor in
Chief is responsible for final decision which manuscripts are to be published. His/her decision is based
on the opinion of the Editorial Board and reviewers and
aim and scope of the journal with respect to potential
readership of the journal. While deciding he/she acts
equally to all authors and their manuscripts. Information about manuscripts is treated confidentially and is
allowed to use it only as necessary for the evaluation
of each manuscript and its publication. The Editorial
Board acts autonomously and is not influenced by any
commercial interests.
Reviewers are invited experts who should independently and objectively evaluate the manuscript in adequate time (2–3 weeks). Reviewer
process is anonymous. Each manuscript is usually
evaluated by at least two independent reviewers. All
information connected with the manuscript is regarded
as confidential and cannot be used for any personal
purpose. In case of conflict of interest or inadequate
professional qualification for evaluation of a definite
topic of the manuscript reviewers are asked to notify
the editorial office and not to review the manuscript. In
case of suspicion of non-ethical behaviour of authors
reviewers are obliged to notify the editorial office. The
whole review process including review of the revised
manuscript usually takes 3 months.
When preparing the manuscript, the author (in case
of more authors guaranteed by the corresponding author) sticks to current legal rules. The author is responsible that in research where patients or healthy persons
were included all ethical standards according the
latest version of the Declaration of Helsinki (World
Medical Association, https://www.wma.net/) were respected and that in the manuscript, there are no signs
which would enable to identify patients. All research
studies must be approved by the ethical committee and
informed consent must be obtained from all subjects.
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Patients presented in case reports must always sign informed consent. In animal experiments, the study was
approved by the committee for protection of the rights
of laboratory animals and valid regulations for animal
experiments were kept. Everybody who participated in
the study in not negligible manner is mentioned either
as author/co-author or in the acknowledgement. Persons whose names are mentioned in the acknowledgement were informed about this fact and agree. Further,
the author guarantees that the work is original, does
not contain any knowingly inaccurate or fraudulent
statements and all sources are appropriately cited.
Any plagiarism is unacceptable and is not tolerated. If
the figures and tables are not original, the author obtained licence to use figures/tables for publication in
KBM from the owner of copyright (author or publisher)
and this licence provides to the Editorial Office. The author declares that he/she has all rights to publish the
manuscript and that the manuscript has not been published previously and will not be submitted in any other
journal and that co-author(s) agree with its publication
in the journal Klinická biochemie a metabolismus. The
only exception are guidelines of professional societies
which can be simultaneously published also in other
journals to spread them as much as possible among
healthcare professionals. In all other cases in case of
willingness to publish the paper or its part in other journal the publisher must agree (when the manuscript is
published the copyright is transferred to the publisher
Czech Medical Association J. E. Purkyně). The authors
also state financial support and information about the
conflict of interest.
Problems solving: The authors co-operate with
the Editorial Office on solution of potential problems
connected with publications – if they find out errors
they notify the editorial office and corrects them. Suspicion of non-ethical action is treated individually based
on seriousness – authors’ explanation is requested,
corrections are published or the paper is retracted,
eventually the authors’ institution is notified.
Publications in the journal Klinická biochemie are
not remunerated and are not charged. Further information about the journal can be found on the webpage of
the Czech Society of Clinical Biochemistry – Klinická
biochemie a metabolismus is its official journal.
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